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ABSTRACT
Airports are seen as a crucial component of infrastructure in the construction of modern cities in the Middle East, where aviation 

is recognized as a top priority in their development strategy. While the airline industry in the Middle has been investigated, there are no 
studies that explored the region’s successful global aviation hubs from a national competitive advantage perspective. Therefore, this paper 
examines the macro environmental elements affecting a nation’s competitiveness in the aviation industry using a mixed-methods approach, 
including Porter’s notion of national competitive advantage and expert views. The analysis shows that while macro environmental factors 
such as geographical advantage, physical and intellectual infrastructure, and business attractiveness are important for a successful aviation 
development, they are not necessarily required to guarantee a hub status unless the governments are devoted to developing the sector.
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INTRODUCTION

Aviation’s stature as a global economic engine is irrefutable. If the global aviation sector was a country, its total contribution of 
USD 2.7 trillion to gross domestic product, and the 65.5 million jobs it supports, would be comparable to the United Kingdom’s 
economic size and population (IHLG 2019). Within this, one of the major global success stories of the aviation industry in the 
last quarter century has been the meteoric growth and prominence of the industry in the Arabian Gulf.

Whilst the Middle East has had a centuries-old role connecting the economies and populations of Asia, Europe, and Africa, 
the emergence of the major cities of Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Doha, with their home carrier airlines Etihad, Emirates and Qatar - 
conversationally known as the Middle East Big 3 (MEB3) - in the last two decades, as established global airport hubs has been 
phenomenal. By 2018, air transport supported 3.3 million jobs and $213 billion in Middle East economic activity, which translated 
to 4.5% of all employment and 7.6% of all Middle Eastern GDP (ATAG 2021). Comparing the relative infancy of the industry in 
these regions with the speed and scale at which they have grown in only two decades, shows the significance of this context and 
the need to evaluate the supporting factors that were key in establishing successful industry sectors in MEB3.

Despite small native populations, the MEB3 have grown large aviation sectors driven by, among others, their ability to connect 
almost any two global cities via their own Arabian Gulf hubs. This international connectivity is a result of exploiting the so-called 6th 
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freedom of Air which states “ […] the right or privilege, in respect of scheduled international air services, of transporting, via the home 
State of the carrier, traffic moving between two other States […]” (ICAO 2016, p. 115). This means that 3rd country carriers, such 
as the MEB3, can fly connecting routes between other countries, linking in the centre via their own home countries. This connector 
model has supported the mass volumes of passengers carried by the MEB3 and underpinned their growth over the decade.

Against this background, two interdependent questions are central in this study: What are the drivers of the success of the 
MEB3 as global aviation hubs, and what lessons can be learned for other regions?

Although the airline industry in the Middle East has been investigated (e.g. Feiler and Goodovitch 1994; Joshan and Maertens 2020; 
Tretheway and Andriulaitis 2015; Warnock-Smith and O’Connell 2011; Wit 2014), none of them examined the success of the MEB3 from a 
national competitive advantage perspective. Existing studies have focused on aviation policy (Feiler and Goodovitch 1994; Warnock-Smith 
and O’Connell 2011), the impact of aviation growth in the Middle East on incumbent airlines and low-cost carrier development (Joshan 
and Maertens 2020; Morrison and Mason 2016; Vespermann et al. 2008), and competition between Gulf carriers and European carriers 
(Tretheway and Andriulaitis 2015; Wit 2014). This study uses Michael Porter diamond (Porter 1990) to investigate the determinants for the 
competitiveness of Gulf aviation industry. Moreover, this study induces the knowledge building process needed to develop an understanding 
for the success of major aviation hubs by focusing on identifying the Country-Specific advantages (CSAs), which underpinned the outstanding 
performance of the MEB3. Providing such perspective is necessary to assist policy makers and practitioners in the aviation industry in their 
efforts and attempts to replicate this success. Furthermore, providing deeper understanding on the nature of the important determinants 
of the MEB3 growth will help the understanding of other existing and planned airports keen to mimic the MEB3 strategies and approach.

This paper addresses the above gap over two stages. In the next section (the first stage) we use Porter’s theory of national competitive 
advantage as a tool to structure our understanding of MEB3 CSAs in relation to the aviation industry in this region. We then explore 
the impact of these factors from the perspective of senior practitioners who are experts in the aviation sector in the region (the second 
stage). In doing so, we aim to set foundations for building an explanation of MEB3 success and we will also provide an agenda for 
further research about this topic.

MEB3 SUCCESS: THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

This research focuses on three closely connected locations and a common industry in the Arabian Gulf. It is proposed these aviation 
centres have been mutually established on a national basis in each state because the countries have specific advantages to enable this.

Therefore, Michael Porter’s (1990) Theory of National Advantage or “Diamond” model (Fig. 1) is identified as an excellent 
framework to capture these national advantages. According to Porter (1990), national competitive advantage of leading industries 
in different nations is a result of dynamic interaction among four aspects:
• Resource endowment in terms of natural and human resources;
• Nature and scale of domestic demand;
• Strategy, structure, and rivalry of domestic competitors;
• Availability of related and supporting industries.

Firm Strategy, 
Structure and 

Rivalry

Related and 
Supporting 
Industries

Demand 
Conditions

Factor 
Endowments

Source: Retrieved from Porter (1990, p.72).

Figure 1. The determinants of national competitive advantage (Porter’s Diamond).
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Using the model as a baseline, we aim to capture the national factors that contributed to the success of MEB3 in the aviation industry.

Demand conditions
The Middle East’s role across centuries, from old silk roads to new, has seen it connect the populations and economies 

of Asia, Europe, and Africa. Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Doha therefore have natural good fortune in geographic positioning. 
Underpinning the geographic advantage of the Arabian Gulf, Boeing (2020) notes an eight-hour flight from the region’s hubs 
can reach 80 percent of the world’s population, and the same boundary will also contain 70 percent of global economic growth 
for the next two decades.

The significance of MEB3 geographic’s advantage is two-fold. Firstly, the central locations enabled the MEB3 to develop more 
efficient long-haul hubs. In contrast, European counterpart airports, for example, have to operate ‘hinterland’ hubs which are 
much less efficient due to multiple legs of costly short haul feeder traffic into their home base locations from disparate populations 
elsewhere in the region (Wit 2014). Secondly, the style of hub operation at the MEB3 sees long haul traffic connect to long haul 
traffic, as opposed to short haul to long haul or short haul to short haul. This “hourglass” hub results in lower operational costs 
per kilometre as stage length increases (Doganis 2013; Wit 2014). This infers a further efficiency for the MEB3, and thus cost 
advantages due to their geography, enabling a more profitable model.

In the early days of air transport, the industry operated solely on point-to-point principles. Networks were disorganised and 
companies lost money given the inefficiency of needing multiple legs to achieve connectivity (Delve 2014). As a solution, the 
industry developed the Hub model: an intricate bicycle wheel at the strategic centre of a network, the spokes radiating out to 
connect remote points (Button 2002). Hubs enable a more efficient operation, capital costs and fares, keep aircraft and assets in 
use longer, raise load factors and enable easier coordination of resources and schedules (Button 2002).

The hub model rose to prominence in the last 50 years, supported by advances in aircraft technology. Combined, this allowed 
the aviation industry to achieve commercial and connective efficiency, linking a range of destinations by fusing traffic flows 
through a single mid-point.

The advantages of consolidating travel through the hub are significant. Economic advantages increase with passenger density 
and network growth, positively affecting supply and demand. The ability to serve many cities of varying sizes confers a competitive 
advantage and passengers benefit from closely timed flights, check-in, more convenient locations and reduced risk of luggage loss 
(Cook and Goodwin 2008; Huston and Butler 1991).

However, not all hubs are equal. Huston and Butler (1991) argue that location is critical to performance given the powerful 
economies associated with such operations. Also, from an air traffic management perspective, it is the geographical and temporal 
concentration of traffic that is important (Button 2002). Therefore, Arabian Gulf hubs also see efficiencies and benefits from the 
region’s geographic centricity along major long-haul air routes.

Despite small native populations, the ability of third country carriers to fly from other countries connecting via their own, 
afforded under the 6th freedom of Air, means the MEB3 can access vast tracks of non-domestic passenger demand and grow their 
sectors capitalising on geographic advantage.

Whilst hub operations are efficient, they also present notable risk of a single point failure. Although the most macabre of 
incidences such as disabled or malfunctioning aircraft are rare, more innocuous occurrences can more regularly create failure 
at the networks central point. One drawback of the hub and spoke system, its inclement weather at the hub airport can delay or 
cancel virtually all of an airline (Huston and Butler 1991).

Considering this, the MEB3 geography, specifically weather, can create susceptibility to single point failure. Simple weather 
instances are surprisingly regular events in the region. A study by Weston et al. (2021) of fog incidences at Abu Dhabi for example, 
found significant impact on the network through dense fog experienced during winter months, restricting operations up to 
51 days per year.

Strategy and Structure
All MEB3 airlines, airports, service providers and duty-free entities were established by seed investment from their national 

governments. Today they operate as standalone businesses but, as shown in (Table 1), retain their major government shareholders.
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Table 1. Aviation value-chain company ownership.

Value Components & 
Ownership

Dubai Abu Dhabi Doha

Full-Service Airline Emirates Airline Etihad Airways Qatar Airways

Owner/Holding Co. Investment Corporation of 
Dubai (ICD)

Abu Dhabi Development 
Holding Co. (ADQ)

The Qatar Investment 
Authority (QIA)

Low-Cost Airline FlyDubai Wizz Air Abu Dhabi -

Owner/Holding Co. Investment Corporation of 
Dubai (ICD)

Abu Dhabi Development 
Holding Co. (ADQ) & Wizz 

Air Holdings Plc (Wizz) 
joint-venture

-

Airport
Dubai International (DXB) 
& Dubai World Central 

(DWC)

Abu Dhabi International 
(AUH)

Hamad International 
(DOH)

Owner/Holding Co. Government of Dubai Abu Dhabi Development 
Holding Co. (ADQ)

Qatar Airways Group 
Q.C.S.C. (QA)

Services Provider DNATA (Dubai National 
Travel Agency) Etihad Airport Services Qatar Aviation Services

Owner/Holding Co. Investment Corporation of 
Dubai (ICD)

Abu Dhabi Development 
Holding Co. (ADQ)

Qatar Airways Group 
Q.C.S.C. (QA)

Duty Free Dubai Duty Free Abu Dhabi Duty Free Qatar Duty Free

Owner/Holding Co. Investment Corporation of 
Dubai (ICD)

Abu Dhabi Development 
Holding Co. (ADQ)

Qatar Airways Group 
Q.C.S.C. (QA)

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

This ownership model directly impacts each of the MEB3 firms structure and strategy. The Governments are owner, investor, 
authority and ultimate manager across the aviation sector. Through this ownership and management arrangement, each State has 
created an efficient structure. O’Connell and Bueno (2018) argue that this efficiency is magnified compared to the MEB3’s European 
competitors. Highlighting the comparison with the United Kingdom’s lack of vertical interface between airlines and airports, they 
argue that significant transaction costs are also incurred to comply with authority regulations, adding layers of complexity and 
bureaucracy when attempting to induce forward-thinking strategic visions and future development.

Competition amongst the MEB3 has seen substantial growth in their airline fleets since the start of the 21st century. With some of the 
largest passenger aircraft orders by value ever placed emanating from the MEB3 in the past two decades, including a significant U$120 
Billion single order for more than 300 aircraft in 2013, a capacity arm has race ensued in Gulf aviation. This race was solidly matched by 
massively increasing passenger numbers year-on-year through the last decades with significant growth experienced by the home carriers.

To complement the flying asset investment, and in recognition that capacity constraints of such large fleets would be present 
in the core operations at the hub in the absence of any action, significant investment was also made into the expansion of the 
physical infrastructure. As a result, not only do the MEB3 all have a symbiotic ownership relationship with the infrastructure they 
use, but this infrastructure comes in generally good supply.

Related and Supporting Industries
The airline industry is a diverse sector requiring the support of a varied range of ancillary businesses to carry out its activities, 

many of these businesses demonstrate the potential to drive wider profit (Redpath et al. 2017). All organisations in the chain are 
important to the successful operation and profitability (Buzzell 1983). The individual states aviation ecosystem therefore acts in 
concert to service a mutual market.

The MEB3 in this respect are strategically structured to support wider national ambitions of developing an aviation sector and 
business synergies able to integrate broadly across the air-travel value chain. The vertically integrated ownership in each States 
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aviation sector is crucial. The aspirations of the governments require associated commitment to provide infrastructure of sufficient 
scale and quality, in addition to necessary systems to enable the MEB3 to become super-connectors (Aquilina-Spangnol et al. 2020).

An illustration of the Dubai ecosystem, for example, provides a relevant insight into a typical aviation business model among the MEB3 
(Table 1). The illustration shows the respective organisations and businesses are part of an interdependent network which is effectively 
vertically integrated via the locus of control of a senior leader, with government affiliations. As a result, they can act with synchronicity.

Factor Endowment
In terms of airline cost structures, the MEB3 input costs, such as labour and administrative expenses, account for 20 percent of 

cost per seat kilometre with government taxes and surcharges accounting for 80 percent (Binggeli et al. 2013). Additionally, better 
utilisation of aviation assets was noted as a significant driver in reducing airline costs (Saxon and Weber 2017). Whilst the 
common airport-airline-handler-retailer ownership chain in the MEB3 confers strategic synergies, it also confers cost synergies. 
When compared to European competitors, the MEB3 have lower transaction costs than these rivals who do not benefit from 
similar strategic synergy across their value chains (Murel and O’Connell 2011; Wit 2014).

A research by Kuljanin and Kalic (2016) comparing Emirates to large European competitors shows that the Middle Eastern 
carrier benefits from significantly lower unit labour costs than competitors. This is grounded in Emirate’s ability to hire lower cost 
blue collar staff from Central and South-Asian markets. Additionally, Emirates’s advantageous fuel costs stem from the greater 
efficiency of its young (wide body) aircraft fleet, with efficient engines also contributing to lower maintenance costs. Finally, the 
“landing, parking and overflying” charges are observed to be much lower in Dubai than other competitors’s home airports.

Lower cost advantage because of the common ownership efficiencies amongst the MEB3 hubs appear significant. According to 
Wit (2014), exemption from passenger transfer and facility charges are significant and unique features of all MEB3 hubs compared 
to competitors. In addition, charges at Dubai (DXB) are remarkably low. This is because of the ultimate single-till view of common 
ownership factors. The ability to take positions, for example, that airport charges can be cross-subsidised from sizable duty-free 
sales, is acceptable in the MEB3 model (Wit 2014; Zuidberg 2015). Murel and O’Connell (2011) also note the significance of a 
two-tier salary system in the MEB3 cost structures. Blue-collar labour is sourced from low-cost markets in Central and South-
Asian neighbours for manual activities like ground-handling, catering and logistics with higher wages paid to attract white-collar 
expatriate professionals. This sees professions such as pilots and senior managers benefit from generous perks including zero tax, 
magnifying the salary packages and therefore the ability to attract talent for the businesses (Wit 2014).

This is a further example of the MEB3 aviation eco-systems benefitting from favourably planned regulatory environments by 
their government shareholders. This ability to underpin the commercial endeavours of the aviation businesses to both source the 
requisite labour from appropriate jurisdictions and ensure favourable regulatory environments, further exemplifies the benefits 
of the government ownership structure on the MEB3 aviation eco systems.

The Role of the Government
The government in the MEB3 has played a key part in creating and enhancing the CSAs, which contributed to the success of 

the MEB3. In the last 70 years, the discovery of petrochemicals has created colossal national wealth for the MEB3 states. Once these 
oppressively hot Arabian desert outposts, long time protectorates of the colonial empires, housed little more than fishing and 
pearling ports with small local populations (Hooper et al. 2011). By 2019 GDP measures, the International Monetary fund ranked 
the United Arab Emirates and Qatar as the two richest countries in the Arab world (IMF 2021).

A central CSA of the region is therefore obvious. Petrochemical reserves have generated massive wealth and powered the 
Gulf countries through one of the biggest economic booms in human history. However, this growth has materialised because these 
countries also had – and still have – the willingness to advance and improve themselves (Oliveira 2019).

The MEB3 approach juxtaposes many African nations geographically adjacent to the Gulf. These nations also have significant 
petrochemical and mineral reserves but many lack the MEB3’s developed economies. This is because it is not enough to be resource 
rich without a commitment and plan to re-invest the gains. Discovery of significant natural resources, without pursuing diversification 
strategies, sees economic instability and volatility. Failing to recognize the fleeting nature of resource wealth and inaction on productive 
re-investments, negatively impacts weak-state economies. Without good policy, many resource-rich states can actually become poorer.
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The MEB3 rulers, in addition to petrochemicals, have actively targeted policies of diversification. Hvidt (2013) describes 
how the Arabian Gulf governments quickly realised that income from their hydrocarbons would be finite, would fluctuate and 
effectively be the only natural source of the wealth. Therefore, economic diversification was high on the political agenda since oil 
was first discovered.

The MEB3 adoption of this diversification policy was rooted in a realisation that, historically, the economic expansion of 
cities was built upon the development of transport infrastructures connecting them (Derudder and Witlox 2014). Therefore, the 
aviation ecosystem in the Gulf expanded dramatically, driven by the unique combination of economic expansion, well-coordinated 
growth plans, modern air transport infrastructure and a favourable geographic location (Alamdari 2011). The UAE and Qatar 
also reinvented themselves as “…tourist destination and as location for developing enterprising commercial businesses…” (Murel 
and O’Connell 2011, p. 36) as a further catalyst to generate traffic for their aviation sectors.

The policies of economic diversification using petrochemical wealth to build strong aviation sectors always involves 
government strategies of vigorous investments in airport infrastructure as well as the development of a significant ‘flag carrier’ 
(Derudder et al. 2013). This means that the MEB3 synchronously ordered large numbers of widebody aircraft and undertook 
massive infrastructure expansions to match future traffic forecasts. The result of which saw a combined capacity of 340 million 
passengers in 2020. Also, the MEB3 States diversify wealth wisely in aviation, investing heavily in aircraft and airport infrastructure, 
synchronising it with long-haul airline network development (O’Connell and Bueno 2018).

Many airports in established global cities have major curfews on operating hours. From 11pm to 6am, dozens of the world’s 
airports close for business. The impact is significant. Closing just one major airport at night greatly affects others. Such an evening 
curfew in New York, for example, unintentionally imposes a knock-on curfew on take-offs from LA heading to New York. This ripple 
effect of curfews impacts scheduling across the world (UAE embassy in the USA). In this regard, the legislative and regulatory 
benefit of a curfew free operation is a significant enabler to support a large investment in the flying assets and hard infrastructure. 
All MEB3 airports operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, enabling flights to come and go at all hours to support connectivity of 
the hub. This curfew free operation is significant, creating efficient and predictable flight banks or waves at hubs and an ability to 
easily manage curfews at outstations, creating smooth connections, better asset utilisation and connectivity.

The review of the literature identifies numerous CSAs, as they relate to the diamond framework (Porter 1990). Two interrelated 
propositions emerge from the review is that:

Proposition 1: CSAs are fundamental in the establishment of major aviation hubs.
Proposition 2: Local governments play a key role in the establishment of major aviation hubs.
The above is now examined using primary qualitative data collected by interviewing senior practitioners from the region.

METHODOLOGY

This research explores the proposition of CSAs existing in all MEB3 locations to support their establishing successful International 
Aviation Hubs and the key strategic role that local governments played in this regard. This proposition is now examined using 
qualitative data collected through semi-structured interviews with senior industry practitioners from the region.

As this research centres on a specific industry and region, a natural limitation of Participants, informed and familiar with the 
subjects, who are motivated to participate, emerges. However, the involvement of one of the authors in the Arabian Gulf aviation 
industry across almost a decade provided access to this professional network. Therefore, Non-Random, and Purposeful sampling 
was followed.

Targeting the researcher’s professional network, initial approaches were made in July 2021 and followed up in early August 2021. 
Five professionals ultimately committed to participate. Given all Participants are currently employed at senior levels in the industry, 
a commitment to confidentiality and the ethical undertakings for this research was given. Accordingly, Participants are referenced 
as P1 through P5 throughout to ensure confidentiality.
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We sought participants with both sector and region experience, who had sufficient tenure and involvement in key organisations. 
Where possible, experience in more than one location and organisation was preferred to help contextualise similarities and variations.

The participant cohort is a mix of senior industry professional practitioners whose work has, and continues to, relate to the 
creation, management, growth and scaling of aviation businesses in the Arabian Gulf and who’s length of service enables both 
current and legacy view of the research topic. We see from Table 2 that Participants in this research represent a strong sample, 
well positioned to provide insight and evidence on the topic.

Table 2. Research participant credentials overview.

Participants
Service Years: 

Aviation
Service Years: 
Arabian Gulf

Organis ation 
Experience

Current Roles Previous Roles & Experience

P1 30 Years 14 Years
Global Advisor Firm

Airline
Airport

Aviation Leader
Global Advisory Co

Middle East

Vice President 
(Airport, Arabian Gulf)

Head of Service (Airline, 
Arabian Gulf)

P2 33 Years 7 Years
Airport

Global Advisor Firm
Airline

Executive Director 
Airport Company

Middle East

Chief Officer 
(Airport, Arabian Gulf)

Senior V.P. 
(Airport, Arabian Gulf)

P3 45 Years 40 Years
Airport
Airline

Aviation Services

Chief Officer
Aviation Service Co

Arabian Gulf

Managing Director (Air Traffic 
Control Co, Arabian Gulf)

Head of Station 
(Airline, Arabian Gulf)

P4 23 Years 43 Years Airline
Executive Director
Airline Company

Arabian Gulf)

Head of Station (Airline, 
Arabian Gulf)

P5 25 Years 20 Years
Global Advisor Firm

Airline
Airport

Director Aviation
Global Advisory Co

Middle East

Head of Operations 
(Airport, Arabian Gulf)

Development Lead 
(Airline, Arabian Gulf)

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

A set of interview questions and prompts were prepared aligned to the aims of the research and the adopted theoretical 
model. Interviews were undertaken through face-to-face or ‘zoom’ video-calls to comply with current local regulations around 
Covid-19 precautions.

Participant interviews were recorded in-situ to allow focus on the Narrative Enquiry and to record stories as they occur 
naturally. The interviews were then transcribed into word-processed documents which can be better analysed and compared to 
explore and identify commonalities and divergences using Thematic Analysis method (see e.g. Gibson and Brown 2009; King 
2004; Maxwell and Miller 2008). Given the questioning schematic was replicated in each interview, flow and structure of the 
responses were more easily mapped and analysed to identify themes, patterns and divergences. By recording and transcribing 
the interviews, a better opportunity for thematic analysis of the data emerged. Therefore, to capitalise on the data analysis, clean 
transcripts were prepared, meaning a direct record but with conversational fillers [‘uhm’s’, ‘ahh’s’ etc.] removed. The resulting 
transcripts were entered into the NVivo software to help thematically code and analyse the data.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the data collected in light of the reviewed literature, identifying and analysing themes, agreements 
and divergences from the responses. We start by showing what is considered as an aviation hub by our participants and we then 
discuss their views for why the MEB3 experience was successful in this regard.
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International Aviation Hubs
Participants were asked to define their concept of an International Aviation Hub, the genesis of this question was twofold. 

Firstly, considering the literature review and Button’s (2002) concept of the hub as an “Intricate Bicycle wheel” was balanced by 
Huston and Butler’s (1991) argument that “Not all hubs are created equal”, it was important to gauge Participants view on what 
they, experienced practitioners, consider a hub. Secondly, to begin to gauge thought views on why there is a concentration of 
aviation hubs in the regional context.

P3’s succinct view of a hub was “a means of getting from A to B via a third point C” supported by P5 as “a connection for passengers 
and cargo which can effectively reach any continent from a single central point within the globe or of an airline network”. P2 agreed 
that the hub facilitates network operations to multiple destinations. Similarly, P1 argued that international hub operations are “all 
about the long-haul products…connecting continents with continents and, almost, different worlds to different worlds”. Whilst the 
responses have stylistic variance, there was clear concurrence: The hub is a central connective point linking aviation demand 
across long-haul focused airline networks spanning distinct points on the globe.

We see almost all Participants consider this long-haul hourglass model hub whereas, from the literature, Wit (2014) and 
Doganis (2013) outlined hub concepts as being both hourglass and hinterland types. This was not broadly considered by our 
participants. P1 observed some developments to the model predicated on expanding “elements of short-haul to long-haul and 
regional networks, with some new low-cost carriers now complementing the full-service carriers”. There was a clear predisposition 
to the hourglass long-haul definition that seems predicated on the operating experiences of our participants at the MEB3 hubs, 
which all operate the long-haul model. P3 commented that “Looking at flight radar you see, at roughly the same time, in all three 
cities, a fleet of airplanes arriving from West, then a few hours later, taking off and heading West. Likewise, a little later, you’ll see 
them coming from the East, just like a wave…. that pattern is principally the same in all three airports.”

The following sections then capture the participants view regarding the role that various CSAs in the MEB3 played in establishing 
a successful International Aviation Hub in these regions.

Demand Conditions
From the adopted theoretical model and the literature review, we observed several aspects of demand conditions including 

Geography and Climate. Our participants were prompted for their views on these conditions.

Geography
The overwhelming primary response to this line of questioning was ‘Geography’. Participants universally agreed that the fortunate 

geography of the MEB3 locations was significant as it allowed the MEB3 “to connect any point to another point geographically” 
P5 noted, and supported by P2, “being in the right place…geography is important”. However, there were further nuanced themes 
in response, beyond the simplistic ‘just being in the middle of things’ with geographic proximity to major markets emerging as 
developed themes from respondents.

Our respondents highlighted the MEB3 close proximity of massive populations in emerging Indian and Asian markets, which were 
experiencing significant economic growth in parallel across the previous two decades. P2 argued this was not just significant geography 
but also a matter of good fortune, prompting consideration of the role of chance as referenced in Porter’s (1990) Diamond Model.

P2 expanded that, as the aviation eco-systems in the densely populated neighbours “had not performed the way it should”, an 
opportunity arose for the MEB3. Their established and substantial hub networks could consume much of the traffic from these 
markets, connecting it globally through their hubs “huge amounts of native populations needed to move, and the Middle Eastern 
hubs were available”. With little specific recognition of this ‘ripeness’ in adjacent markets from the literature review, a significant 
point emerges. This country’s specific disadvantage of poorly organised national aviation sectors in large market neighbours, at a 
time when the MEB3 had invested significantly in their sectors, was also to the MEB3’s good fortune enabling them to capitalise 
by exploiting their own advantages timeously.

Climate
Beyond the geographic theme established from the data, a further natural advantage, which was referenced frequently, was the 

weather and climate. Considering the findings of the literature review around weather and the work of Weston et al.’s (2021) study 
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on fog instances at Abu Dhabi, there was an overwhelming view of respondents that the climate, temperature and predictability 
were in fact a significant natural benefit for the MEB3. P1 argued that the climate, despite what they termed “run-of-the-mill fog” 
was very predictable. This made the operations more reliable and further enhanced the efficiency of the airport, airline and service 
providers whilst simultaneously minimising traffic flow issues. This predictability was also referenced by P5, who argued that 
there are less disruptions experienced because of the predictability and consistency of climate. The benefit of this predictability 
is magnified when comparing operations to many northern European hubs who have notable issues with climate in the winter 
times, impacting operations and seeing additional operational expenditures to ensure continuing operations.

Natural Resources
As highlighted in the literature, especially Oliveira’s (2019) argument that the MEB3 strategy was reinvestment of petrochemical 

wealth, the availability of capital was a consistent theme.
Our Participants universally agreed on the importance of capital access as a factor in the sector’s growth. That this came 

from petrochemical wealth converted into a CSA was broadly recognised across Participants. P1 outlined “we’ve got a natural 
advantage of oil, which has meant ability to fund and progress ambitions”. P4 agreed “the rapid growth we’ve seen from nothing into 
world-leading has come from the ability of the states concerned to be able to provide finance”. P2 concluded that access to “capital 
at the right time to develop infrastructure to cope with rapid growth [meant] lots of countries around the world couldn’t do that and 
couldn’t keep up”. There was clear recognition of the hydrocarbon’s presence as a natural endowment.

Government Role
Building on the Natural Resources themes, participants were then asked their views on what Governmental factors impacted 

the establishment of these major international hubs.

Vision & Politics
The vision and political structure of all the MEB3 locations were highlighted by the participants. This reflected deeper research 

and particularly to the work of Vespermann et al. (2008), who observed the MEB3 government’s commitment to a vision of 
building large aviation sectors and providing right support and investment to make sure these visions were realised. P4 argued 
this vision was “incredibly big and bold” but also observed a “willingness to go for that vision and support that vision to allow it to 
grow in the way it has done.” This view was strongly echoed by P1 “there are personalities within government, or at the heads of 
organisations … passionate about aviation, who have a vision to see aviation supporting the expansion growth, fortunes of businesses 
and residents in their countries”.

The political structure which drives this vision seems a critical factor driving the aviation sector. All three locations exist under 
absolute monarchies. According to Harris (2009), this means the monarch holds supreme autocratic authority, principally un-restricted 
by written laws, legislature, or unwritten customs. Thus, decisions to create large aviation sectors are fully supported and driven by 
Rulers at the head of government. The structure being less encumbered by the many layers of government more common in democratic 
structures sees the whole national structure actively supporting the vision and direction. P3 highlighted this catalyst for vision compliance 
“All roads lead to the same family, everyone’s working towards the same aim. It pulls it all together. It tends to be cooperative in effect…
dissent though is not encouraged”. P1 argued similarly “I hesitate to use the word control, but the wish to influence the outcomes is there”.

Decision Making & Economic Alignment
A further theme developed from the government and political factors was the speed of decision making and implementation. 

P3 argued this speed was a key factor “Decisions are made very quickly, and enacted… things get done quickly and decisively”. 
The criticality of this decision-speed advantage was further illustrated by P2 “There is an ability to decide what’s going to be done…
and get on and do it, in this region, which you don’t necessarily come across in other places. Prime example would be the third runway 
for Heathrow, which has taken so many years to reach the point it is now. It is fine from the perspective of representing all voices and 
ensuring due process but, it’s a very slow process. Airports in this region, where there is less of that [those voices to be consulted] can 
therefore progress and expand far more quickly”. This supports O’Connell and Bueno (2018, p. 264) argument that the MEB3 are 
advantaged compared to the slow speed of decision and lethargic government restrictions of their western competitors facing 
“layers of complexity and bureaucracy when attempting to induce forward strategic visions and future development”.
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The coherence of these visions around an entire economic eco system driven by aviation, closely aligned to tourism and 
commercial development, in each location was a further theme which emerged from the data. Whilst on one hand we observed 
from the arguments of Derudder and Witlox (2014) that the government policies build upon the vision of diversification and 
expansion through better aviation eco systems. The arguments of Murel and O’Connell (2011) outline the three cities transforming 
themselves, in parallel with their aviation sectors by simultaneous investment in tourist and commercial sectors to reinvent 
themselves as destinations, was further endorsed by our participants. Taking the Dubai example, P5 agreed “One of the visions …
was let’s make Dubai a destination. Part of that vision was to invest in not just infrastructure but high-profile projects. Burj-al-Arab. 
Burj Khalifa. Iconic projects, all part of that same vision, to make Dubai a destination and get people here…. the business model then 
relies on tourist dollar, not necessarily natural resources”. This point on symbiosis of aviation as part of a wider diversified economy 
was supported by P1 “we shouldn’t forget the extended benefit of aviation to the economy, all the dependent businesses and jobs which 
exist, and therefore the economy that exists … because of aviation. That all feeds into the vision of supporting the economy. Not only 
bringing visitors in and out or residents in and out, but also supporting businesses”.

Regulation & Policy
A final significant theme to emerge from the Government factors was aviation-friendly policies enacted in the region, to 

support aviation growth and create an economical operating environment. The existing literature did reference the significant 
legislative and regulatory benefits of curfew-free operating environments, which our Participants agreed was a significant enabler 
but was also part of a wider suite of supportive policies. P1 outlined that “Aviation is as well-regulated in this region as it is anywhere 
else… it’s seen as a top-tier aviation region [with effective] legislation”. P4 argued that “by design and without restriction, these three 
airports have to operate at night…That does not happen in most parts of the world because of night-time curfew, here they have to 
operate at night to meet the curfews at other end of east and west…there is no operating constraint. If that constraint was there, these 
hubs would not work” demonstrating local regulations allowing curfew-free 24/7 operations was significant. P3 similarly argued 
the positive aspects of such legislation “Because you’re not encumbered by [unhelpful] legislation… curfews and so forth... It’s a 
24-hour operation… [anti aviation] pressure groups, I don’t know if they exist or not, but everyone does what they’re told, basically. 
It enables the legislation to help the carriers be regulatory or otherwise…it also means that they can enforce regulation as well, which 
is necessary for credibility”. Aligned to the arguments of Douglas (2019) in the literature, who highlighted this legislative benefit 
that facilities, free of curfews with space to expand, was largely positive for the MEB3 hubs, especially contrasted against European 
hubs with curfews and caps imposed limiting their operations and growth.

A major significant theme on regulatory and legislation aspects, highlighted by several participants, was legislation on bilateral 
access agreements. P2 argued strongly that the MEB3 “Had aviation policy adjustments at a key point in time where open skies were 
welcomed as good things.” Noting the further legislative benefit of open skies allowing access to Neighbouring Asian countries with 
underperforming aviation industries who “lost out with Emirates, closely followed by Etihad, coming in and swallowing their traffic 
up… the MEB3 became too established too quickly with networks connecting over 250 destinations from their hubs… fortuitous policies 
that supported the MEB3 in their development”. This open skies legislation was also argued as significant by P5 “introducing open 
skies, where any airline could fly, certainly into the UAE without having slots coordinated, provided a good opportunity for carriers”. 
The benefits and importance of these policies is significant and recognised in wider literature. When considering recent challenges 
to the MEB3 open skies access arrangements from several American carriers, we observe these carriers consider open skies policy 
to create an unlevel playing field between the MEB3 and the American aviation sectors (Mouawad 2015).

MEB3 Aviation Business Structure
Aviation Business refers to the ecosystem of companies and organisations which make-up the sector. The data here revealed 

information related to various elements in the adopted theoretical frameworks (i.e., Porter’s Diamond).

Ownership Structure
Invariably common ownership, that was directly tied to the Government of each State and their unified visions for their 

aviation sectors to be world leading, was a key theme. The significance of this common ownership of key aviation businesses 
in all three locations was particularly interesting considering the literature review findings. When considering Buzzell (1983), 
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Redpath et al. (2017) and Aquilina-Spagnol et al. (2020), who argued that the benefits of vertically integrating the wide range of 
businesses carrying out the activities of an aviation sector were many. P1 argued “ownership of the businesses is very centralised…
There’s a lot of vertical integration, an element of monopoly as well, and the coordination between those companies is enhanced.”. 
P2 agreed “It tends to be cooperative. There’s a common goal, common decision-making.”. P3 concurred also, detailing the Qatar 
model as a broadly replicated example across the MEB3: “Under one model, you’ve got an airline, an airport, a ground handling 
company, lounges, all being operated through a single group… it’s fairly easy to see the commonality”. However, P3 did argue that 
there is “definitely competition between the airline, airport and handling company, but there is a [common] vision in terms of quality 
of service and product…which is second to none”. This competitive tension, with a common vision, was further highlighted as a 
significant factor by P4, who outlined “they tend to operate as separate businesses but come together at some point where the overall 
benefit of the country is considered”.

Whilst this ownership structure seems well aligned to the findings of the governmental factors and the common sector-wide 
compelling vision for aviation, with the commonality and single vision, a very significant point was made by P3 that “Everybody’s 
marching to the same drum… Let’s hope we’ve got the flight plan right because if everyone just moves in one direction... It’s got to be the 
right direction and there could be a disbenefit in that dissent that is not encouraged hugely”. Highlighting this potential for myopathy 
is significant because missteps in strategy can be expensive. In wider reading, we observe consequences of this dogmatic vision 
approach, especially considering the strategy of Abu Dhabi to grow its home carrier Etihad through buying equity partnerships in 
AlItalia, Air Berlin and Indian carrier Jet Airways, all of whom have been declared bankrupt in the last six years. Goldstein (2019) 
argued that such a misplaced singular vision was negatively impactful, with the singular vision of Abu Dhabi to invest in these 
airlines being “almost uniformly, financially disastrous”.

Management & Labour Resources
The other major theme emerging around Aviation Business factors was the human resources and management aspects that 

impacted the MEB3 success. In the literature, we observed with the arguments of both Murel and O’Connell (2011) and Wit 
(2014), that the creation of a two-tier salary system thus enabled the attraction of high calibre white-collar expatriate professionals, 
such as pilots and senior managers who benefit from generous perks magnifying the attractiveness of the MEB3 aviation sector 
to top global talent. P2 argued that the MEB3 “were very skilled in terms of attracting the right resources to come and do the work 
for them…they brought in experts and external help to run it and grow the intellectual horsepower required to develop the industry”. 
P3 also concurred with this but argued for slight differences dependent on location “They have the ability to bring in some excellent 
expatriates and they kept them. They have long longevity. You have people who’ve been there in situ for donkey’s years because they’re 
doing a damn good job. It’s a meritocracy [at least] in Dubai. Less so, I think, in Abu Dhabi, but they are moving towards that now too.”

This white-collar intellectual engine was combined with the ability to access plentiful cost-effective blue-collar labour from 
adjacent South Asian markets. Aligned to the work of Kuljanin and Kalic (2016), which argues the MEB3 benefit from reduced 
operating costs, especially around labour, when compared to Western counterparts. P3 reinforced this specifically “another reason 
it’s been so successful here…it’s the availability of manpower, particularly the blue-collar level at very reasonable cost…without trade 
unions, there’s very little [labour] disruption”.

Country Specific Advantages, Homogenisation & Replication
In the final stage of the interviews, Participants were asked to gauge their overall views on replicability of CSA’s and whether 

the MEB3 are homogenised in their approaches or differentiated. Finally, they were asked on what factors they see as critical to 
be replicated, or are in fact irreplicable, for others wishing to emulate the MEB3.

Country Specific Advantages & Homogenisation
From an external standpoint, the strategies amongst the MEB3, Ellis (2019) argued, are seen as generally a homogenous cluster 

connecting the world by developing their major international hubs and capitalising on favourable geography. This view of the 
MEB3 as some sort of clones, at least in terms of strategic development plans and goals, ignores significant differences between 
them. The Participants interviewed in this research acknowledged differences between the MEB3, but importantly, no participant 
argued in support of significant differences. P1 specifically argued “the newer ones are building on the success of the ones that are 
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established”. P3 concurred “There will be differences but…. it’s generally the same model”. P2 however did argue some strategic 
choices “that each of the carriers have made in terms of partnerships and alliances…. are fundamentally different”. P5 argued the 
models were the same but with a slightly different approach to attract and develop traffic growth“Dubai has developed something 
that’s attractive for people to visit. Doha has invested in more cultural things such as the World Cup, sporting events. Abu Dhabi 
has done a little bit of both. It has the Grand Prix. On the world scene, I think they’ve invested huge amounts in this sponsorship. 
They’ve attracted that, and obviously, with that comes a lot of visitors”. P5 summed up the consensus view well “they follow a similar 
theme, just slightly different flavours”.

There was a further consensus again? Countenanced geography being the significant CSA. However, P1 developed that 
“Those three airports or hubs are not the only ones in the region. The question is why are some considered to be mega hubs and others 
in the region are not on that level”. This was a key point and P1 argued that the reasoning is the combined aviation business factors 
working together elevate the MEB3 beyond other regional airports. P1 argued “the element of having strong businesses, being airline, 
airport and infrastructure to support them, and the will of the government to make it a priority”. This was firmly supported by P4 
who outlined “the vision, the coordination, and relationship of all the different functions that happen in each of the states … there 
is a similarity, the way that manifests itself and how they’re actively managed is probably slightly different, but the principles are the 
same”. Thus, we observe strong arguments from our practitioners, that there is a homogenous thread tying the MEB3 together as 
three strong business units, focused around a driving vision sector wide in each location. However, it is clear from our data that 
nuanced structures and approaches exist albeit within this fundamental similarity.

Replication
Participants were asked in conclusion about their views on what factors discussed they see as critical to be replicated, or are 

in fact irreplicable, for other jurisdictions wishing to emulate the MEB3.
“Location, Location, Location” was the initial critical factor view of P5, echoed by P4 “the geographical location counts for 

a lot if you want to be a long-haul hub”. However, both similarly argued that focus on delivering differentiated high-quality 
products to attract business was also critical for replication “The amount of firsts that, particularly, these airlines have had... they’ve 
provided an enviable product which would be very difficult to replicate”. P4 echoed that focusing on “customer attractiveness” 
was an important factor. P2 supported this similarly arguing people travel via MEB3 “Not because it’s cheap but because they’ve 
created great products from start to finish”. P2 further argued that accounting for the pace of the MEB3 and the creation of this 
by their attraction of the global talent, that are their management teams, creating such powerhouse products, would be very 
difficult to replicate.

In the governance section of this data analysis, Participants outlined the skill of government decision making as a key factor, 
particularly aligned to a strong national vision, and this theme emerged prominently when our Participants were questioned on 
replication. Replication of the success of the MEB3 by others “it would have to be something that starts at the very top of government 
and is identified as an economic enabler… it would have to be identified as a national priority” was highlighted by P1, P3 and P5 
also concurred on this point.

CONCLUSION

This study has applied a Porter’s Diamond model combined with expert’s view to show why aviation in MEB3 States is 
successful. Aviation is an important industry for the MEB3 States. These Governments understood from an early stage that 
their petrochemical wealth was finite and diversified this to ensure ongoing national benefits. We see from research the breadth 
of CSA’s either present, created or enhanced that supported this diversified vision and helped the MEB3 to become significant 
in global aviation terms.

This clarity of vision, backed by strong political will, large capital flows and focused decisiveness, has proved a powerful 
combination for the MEB3 (Fig. 2). Their aviation success is a coalescence of CSAs at a national level. It is this coalescence that 
capitalised on CSAs, and it is this coalescence that others who are looking to emulate success would need to follow.
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Figure 2. MEB3 National Competitive Advantage.

The common MEB3 hub is a long-haul-to-long-haul operation able to link any two global points through a geographically central 
base. This model has allowed the MEB3 broad access, with the benefit of 6th freedom rights and open skies agreements, to market demand 
beyond their small domestic population. Geographic centricity was a MEB3 CSA core and, along with economic similarities, naturally 
contributed with advantages for aviation to become a major regional industry. Consolidating this with further knowledge of demand 
factors, given small local populations, we can now better understand and define ‘hub’, and how demand was accessed in an MEB3 context. 
The findings confirmed a developed emergent theme around geography relative to massive, adjacent, emerging markets. These markets’ 
aviation sectors had not reached the MEB3’s investment or maturity levels, and the MEB3 capitalised on this. Additionally, favourable 
climatic conditions supported predictable and efficient operations for the MEB3 home hubs, giving advantage over western counterparts.

A clear supportive driving hand of Government throughout the aviation sectors manifests not just in policy, but in regulation, business 
conditions and in the role of ultimate shareholders across the aviation value-chains. Favourable regulations, including no curfews, were key 
advantages underpinning unrestricted 24/7 operations for the MEB3. The central, compelling, shared, national vision for aviation, in addition 
to the uncluttered bureaucracy and decisiveness by the MEB3 Governments, was highlighted as a significant CSA theme affecting their success. 
The comparison drawn by several Participants was given the structure of the MEB3 Government hierarchies, leaders decrees resulted in 
immediate affirmative action along the decision chain. This was contrasted with European competitors, where many layers of government, 
regulation and component business were largely unaligned, or had competing priorities, which resulted in inefficiency and slow growth.

The government ownership of businesses across the aviation value-chain in each state was also highlighted as a key success factor. 
These ownership structures did not stifle creativity or quality, competitive tensions resulted in efficiencies, decisiveness and commitment 
to a singular high-quality vision and product. These factors were significant to support the scaling of the industries across the entire 
aviation value-chain to keep pace with growth and demand in the region.

Finally, the MEB3’s success in attracting the right calibre resources for their organisations was noteworthy. At the labour level, 
access to cost-effective, plentiful, blue-collar staff was shown to have significant cost benefits. At a management level, a combination 
of dynamic business environments and an ability to offer attractive packages drew the best global talent and created “intellectual 
horsepower” that continues to drive these aviation sectors.

Can the MEB3 experience be replicated in other regions?
Few locations can easily replicate the geographic CSAs for global air travel centricity of the Middle East. A key theme emerged 

though, that MEB3 do not have exclusive hold over the entire region , instead, the addition of their big vision to capitalise on 
geography and grow their aviation sectors in an ambitious, unified manner, was key.

The support and alignment of Government, regulators and the aviation value-chain, are important for replication. The MEB3 
supported this with both plentiful capital investment and a commitment to rapid decision making. This decisiveness must be 
acted on continually to benefit from regulatory and legislative alignment. Finally, the MEB3 strategies have all been supported by 
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symbiotic national initiatives to drive tourism and commercial sectors simultaneously, attracting foreign travellers and businesses. 
These factors enhanced the desirability of the central hub as a midway destination in air travel.

This study responds to a literature gap and helps addressing the scarcity of qualitative research on the drivers of the competitive 
advantage of the aviation industry in the Middle East. Two areas of future research specifically emerge to widen and extend this study:
• Firstly, undertaking individual detailed case study analysis on CSAs for each MEB3 location. Acknowledging the broad 

strategic homogeneity highlighted by our Participants, a deepened insight on individual strategic approaches could further 
enhance knowledge by developing the research via a case study approach.

• Secondly, a study of the parallel development and growth of the major Indian and Asian markets, which occurred alongside the 
MEB3, would be useful. The intimated underperformance of these aviation sectors referred by our Participants are benefitting 
the MEB3. Moreover, a study of the recent rapid growth of the Turkish aviation sector and its impact on the sustainability of 
the MEB3 would provide further insight into the strengths of aviation businesses. This proposes the possible role of chance, 
aligned to the Diamond model, future research to develop deeper understanding of this proposition may be warranted.
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